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PROTECTION FROM CHILD-SEX TRAFFICKING 
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ABSTRACT:  

As and how , the world advances towards better technology , better standard of living and other 

ego centric goals, time and again we prove that human rationale falls back right to square one when 

it comes to sensitive issues related to basic humanity and ethics where the co habits are treated 

more like a commodity than an equal. Through this paper , the author wants to bring back in light, 

the issue of   illegal child trafficking in the world which is increasing at an alarming rate all over 

the globe. The author hereby wants to enlighten the readers with the general documentation of  

ILO and its existence of being a parent institution behind framework of rules that priorities 

humanity and morals with respect to the working spaces and related crimes that violate various 

rights of the vic- tim and exploit them physically as well as economically with the victims being 

barely adolescent or below 18 years of age , both male and female .out of all offences that come 

under the umbrella of crimes under worst forms of child labour under the ILO guideline1 , this 

paper specifically concen- trates on the daunting issue of child Sex trafficking and abuse round the 

globe , and the upsurge in the commission of  the offence in various countries. While many surmise 

child sex trafficking  is limited to girl child being trafficked into this job , this paper would widen 

their view with documen- tation of instances of male child below the said age being trafficked and 

forced into prostitution as well. 

The purpose of this study is to create a map of root causes of the crime , a well structured data on 

inter and cross border trafficking for the purpose and how well are the international guidelines be- 

ing able to restrict and stop the commission of such inhumane transgression .In the first section 

of the body, the author describes the short falling of existing laws that are ineffective in curbing 

the mushrooming crimes relating to children since they are the easiest targets to any person.The 

paper also aims at suggesting possible changes that can be made to the existing laws prevalent and 

applied in various nations   which can bring a stark reduction in the commission of crime 

 
* Keerthana R Chelluri is a student at Symbiosis Law School, Hyderabad. 
1 1 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. Global report on trafficking in persons. Vienna, Austria: UNODC; 
2014.Available at: https://www.unodc.org/unodc/data-and-analysis/glotip.html. 
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worldwide and provide an opportunity of rehabilitation for children involved cluelessly in this 

nasty business. The suggestions would definitely include a stricter punishment to the offenders 

and rehabilitation as well as justice to children being sexually exploited for commercial purposes. 

It also necessarily aims at addressing the issue of right to privacy and other human rights that are 

continuously being violated alongside the economic exploitation . 

An in-depth data analysis has been done in order to find the root causes and situation of child 

pros- titution in various countries while simultaneously interpreting the various acts protecting 

such vic- tims .An inductive research was made to diagnose the future implications if the matter is 

not treated with gravity and a few case studies involving different nations and ethnicities have been 

utilised in order to establish a rational and logical reasoning behind the increasing crime.The result 

of above mentioned would be that ,the author was able to carefully weigh the short falling on the 

part of the central governments as well as in the application of various conventions.This paper 

winds into the role of various nations and their governments in curbing this transgression and 

provide rehabilita- tion to the victims of such sexual exploitation and punishment to the offenders 

as well as suggest plausible changes the existing conventions and acts ignorer to enhance its real 

life application. While child sex trafficking is one of terrible crime being committed ,its also seen 

that it is deeply wired and connected with related crimes like prostitution , begging etc which are 

collectively ad- dressed and awareness is brought in various aspects. 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

Child sex trafficking refers to the employing, harboring, transportation, provision, obtaining, 

conde- scending, or soliciting of a minor for the aim of profit-oriented coitus.  Offenders of this 

crime who are ordinarily stated as traffickers, or pimps, target vulnerable young people and gain 

management over them employing a type of artful strategies.  Victims oftentimes fall prey to 

traffickers who lure them in with a proposal of food, clothes, attention, friendship, love, and a 

ostensibly safe place to sleep. when cultivating a relationship with the kid and engendering a false 

sense of trust, the mar- keter can begin partaking the kid in harlotry, and use physical, emotional, 

and psychological abuse to stay the kid at bay during a lifetime of harlotry. it's common for 

traffickers to isolate victims by moving them isolated from friends and family, sterilisation of their 

physical appearances, or inces- santly moving them to new locations. Victims are heavily 

conditioned to stay loyal to the trader and to distrust enforcement.  No child is resistant to turning 
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into a victim of kid sex trafficking, in spite of the child’s race, age, socioeconomic standing, or 

location, and each young child concerned during this sort of industrial sexual exploitation could 

be a victim. Technological advances, above all the web and mobile devices, have expedited the sex 

trafficking of youngsters by providing a conve- nient worldwide promoting channel. people will 

currently use websites and social media to adver- tise, schedule, and buy sexual encounters with 

minors. the web and mobile devices additionally permit pimps and traffickers to achieve a bigger 

business base than within the past, which can ex- pose victims to larger risks and dangers. 

 

II BRIEF HISTORY 

The International Labor Organization estimates that twenty one million individuals are cornered 

in forced labour or slavery. Of those, it says one in four are below the age of eighteen.The approxi- 

mate  range of kids trafficked round the world is five.5 million. They suffer violence, exploitation 

and abuse - ending up in work, forced espousal, harlotry, mendicancy and armed enlisting.“Sex 

traf- ficking” could be a contemporary term. it had been coined in course of the second wave of 

the women’s movement within the Eighties, once a lady activists started objecting the exploitation 

of girls and girls in harlotry and sexual activities. Debates raged for years among feminists regarding 

“free” and “forced” harlotry, and whether or not or not all harlotry ought to be enclosed within 

the definition of sex trafficking. 

In 2000, the United States passed the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) and therefore 

the international organisation adopted the Protocol to forestall, Suppress and penalize Trafficking 

in Persons, particularly ladies and kids. Since that point, there has been a universally accepted 

defini- tion of sex trafficking.The TVPA defines sex trafficking as a criminal act once a minor is 

employed for a trade of coition or force, whereas fraud or coercion is employed to compel an adult 

(over 18) to perform profit-oriented coition. The United Nations Trafficking Protocol doesn't use 

the term “sex trafficking” — it prohibits the employment of force or coercion for the “exploitation 

of the harlotry of others” or the use of an underage youngsters  in prostitution. 

The crime of sex trafficking doesn't enfold sexual violence that's unrelated to money-oriented sex 

acts. as an example, there are several case in point adolescents, girls, and boys that are abducted, 

raped,  and  kept  captive,  however  unless  they're  used  for  money-oriented  coition,  they're  

not thought-about to be victims of sex trafficking. There are several different effective laws which 

will be wont to prosecute the perpetrators of those other serious crimes. 
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III. OVERVIEW OF VARIOUS MODUS WHERE CHILD TRAFFICKING  BEFALL: 

The u.  s. not solely faces a haul of foreign victims trafficked into the country, however there's 

addi- tionally a native downside Of US National kids being recruited and exploited for business 

sex. un- derneath federal law, a young spog doesn't got to cross international or maybe state 

borders to be thought of a victim of economic sexual exploitation, and sadly, Us national spog , 

are falling victim to the current crime at intervals the u. s.Pimps and traffickers sexually exploit 

kids through street harlotry, and in adult night clubs, ill-gotten brothels, sex parties, court rooms, 

edifice rooms, and different locations throughout the u. s.. several recovered US national victims 

are street kids, a pop- ulation of runaway or throwaway youth that usually come back from low 

financial gain families, and will suffer from physical abuse, sexual assault and family abandonment 

problems. This popula- tion is seen as a straightforward target by pimps as a result of the 

youngsters are typically vulnera- ble, while not dependable guardians, and suffer from low morale. 

Victims of the harlotry of kids, however, come back from all backgrounds in terms A group or 

section of society, race, and topo- graphical region (i.e. urban, suburban, and rural settings). 

usually in domestic sex trafficking things2, pimps can build the kid victim feel keen about harlotry 

for all times wants and survival. when cultivating a relationship with a baby and engendering a false 

sense of trust, the pimp can begin participating the kid in harlotry. it's additionally common for 

pimps to isolate victims by moving them far-flung from friends and family, neutering their physical 

appearances, or unendingly moving victims to new locations. In several cases, victims become 

therefore hardened by the atmosphere during which they have to learn to survive that they're inca- 

pable of deed true on their own.Children that arrive in Europe trying to find safety having on the 

loose war, disaster or different crises are disappearing into the clutches of traffickers.In 2015, al- 

most 96,000 unaccompanied kids claimed asylum in Europe. however by Jan 2016, consistent with 

the eu enforcement agency police force, a minimum of ten thousand of them had born off the 

track fully. truth figure could also be even higher, as missing migrant kids are seldom reported  and 

systems to trace info are lacking.According to the alliance for Migration, as several as 92% of the 

young indi- viduals that arrived in Italian Republic by boat between Jan one and may thirty one, 

2016 were on their own.A report by the eu Union committee within the United Kingdom’s House 

of Lords in June. 

 
2 2 Zimmerman C, Yun K, Shvab I, Watts C, Trappolin L. Treppete Mea. The health risks and consequences of 
trafficking in women and adolescents: Findings from a European study. London, UK: London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine; 2003. Available at: www.lshtm.ac.uk/php/ghd/docs/traffickingfinal.pdf. 
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2016 checked out the explanations that young individuals become trafficked. These embrace an 

ab- sence of plans for taking care of them, even once they have arrived in exile camps. 

One kind of sex trafficking involves the cross border transportation these individuals. In such 

things, traffickers employ and transfer kids across international borders with an intention to sexual- 

ly exploit them in another country. The traffickers will be people operating alone, transnational 

crimes teams, enterprises, or networks of criminals operating along to traffic kids into harlotry 

across country lines.this manner of sex trafficking could be a downside within the u.  s., and recov- 

ered victims originate from everywhere the globe, together with less-developed areas3, like South 

and geographical region, Central America, and South America, to additional developed areas, like 

Western Europe. Once within the u.  s., a young individual could also be trafficked to any or multi- 

ple states at intervals the country. These victims are usually trafficked off from home, and thrown 

into unacquainted locations and culture. they will lean a false passport or different documentation 

to hide their age and true identity. they will additionally struggle with country language. of these 

fac- tors build it extraordinarily tough for these individuals to return forward to enforcement. 

additional- ly, several foreign victims originate from nations that suffer from impoverishment, 

turbulent politics and unstable political economy. kids from these countries are seen as 

straightforward targets by traf- fickers as a result of they face issues of illiteracy, restricted 

employment opportunities, and bleak money circumstances in their home country. it's not 

uncommon for a far off victim to be coerced by a vendor underneath false pretences. the kid is 

told that a more robust life or job chance awaits them within the u.s.However, once within the u.s. 

they're introduced into a world vice crime controlled by traffickers.Sex traffickers target individuals 

in guardianship and foster care homes. These kids are scads susceptible to exploitation owing to 

the trauma they are seasoned and also the lack of a per- manent, stable home.It is approximated 

that up to forty.3 million individuals4 around the globe world are being trafficked.Sex trafficking 

is one in every of the world’s quickest growing criminal industries. Trafficking generates an 

approximated $150 billion a year. 

Children are significantly susceptible to exploitation, particularly young individuals connected to 

the child welfare system. In the U.S., 65 % of domestic children trafficking victims have a history 

within the child welfare system.Traffickers target youth in adoption houses owing to their 

 
33 Musto, J. (2013). Domestic minor sex trafficking and the detention-to-protection pipeline. Dialectical 
Anthropology, 37(2), 257-276. 
4 4 Children's Rights. (2020). Child Sex Trafficking - Children's Rights. [online] Available at: 
https://www.childrensright-s.org/newsroom/fact-sheets/child-sex-trafficking/ 
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augment- ed vulnerability due to an absence of family and emotional relationships and 

support.74% of these children trafficking cases concerned sex trafficking, and therefore the 

majority of these concerned. 

pimp-controlled vice crime.The average age of children involved in sex trafficking victims is fif- 

teen, in keeping with numbers of kids rumoured missing to the National Center for Missing and 

Ex- ploited kids.Many sex trafficking victims are runaway ladies that were sexually abused as kids. 

one in seven runaways rumoured missing were seemingly sex trafficking victims, and of these, 88% 

were within the care of social services or adoption centres once they ran.Sex traffickers target indi- 

viduals in guardianship and foster care homes. These kids are scads susceptible to exploitation ow- 

ing to the trauma they are seasoned and also the lack of a permanent, stable home.It is 

approximated that up to forty.3 million individuals around the globe world are being trafficked. 

Sex trafficking is one in every of the world’s quickest growing criminal industries. Trafficking gen- 

erates an approximated $150 billion a year.Children are significantly susceptible to exploitation, 

particularly young individuals connected to the child welfare system. In the U.S., 65 % of domestic 

children trafficking5 victims have a history within the child welfare system.Traffickers target youth 

in adoption houses owing to their augmented vulnerability due to an absence of family and emo- 

tional relationships and support.74% of these children trafficking cases concerned sex trafficking, 

and therefore the majority of these concerned pimp-controlled vice crime. 

The average age of children involved in sex trafficking victims is fifteen, in keeping with numbers 

of kids rumored missing to the National Center for Missing and Exploited kids.Many sex 

trafficking victims are runaway ladies that were sexually abused as kids. one in seven runaways 

rumored miss- ing were seemingly sex trafficking victims, and of these, 88% were within the care 

of social ser- vices or adoption centres once they ran. 

 

IV ROLE INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANISATIONS THAT TACKLE THE CRIME 

A victim-centered human rights approach to combating trafficking has been internationally 

notable because the absolute best strategy once addressing this issue, with recourse specializing 

 
5 5 Children's Rights. (2020). Child Sex Trafficking - Children's Rights. [online] Available at: 
https://www.childrensright-s.org/newsroom/fact-sheets/child-sex-trafficking/ 
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in penalis- ing the offender and rehabilitating individuals being exploited during the crime. Some 

countries that emphasize this technique embody the u.  s., with the Victims of Trafficking and 

Violence Protection Act of 2000 affirming "victims of severe kinds of trafficking mustn't be 

unsuitably incarcerated, fined, or otherwise punished only for unlawful acts committed as an 

immediate charge of being traf- ficked.” Other supported strategies, like those ensured  by the 

Buffalo Human Rights Center, embody look- ing forward to 3 Ps: protection, prosecution, and 

hindrance (prevent).Protection starts with impos- ing strict measures on the matters of each 

trafficking and mendicancy. for several nations the prima- ry step is that the  turn the activity into 

a criminal offence by making it illegal that includes of men- dicancy and trafficking. Prosecution 

ought to be instituted within the type of larger legal ramifica- tions for traffickers, with 

penalisation targeted on the offender instead of the exploited.This be- comes tough with regard 

to victims of familial trafficking6, considering this may need changes in care placement and strict 

observance of every displaced child's welfare.Many organisations affirm that interference begins 

with discouraging donations and up services in order that kids, and families as a full, have larger 

capabilities. tho' well-meant, by giving beggars on monetary benefits, people solely create this 

apply additional profitable, and shortly these funds realize their method into the hands of the 

child's offender.In Senegal, wherever the abuses against talibes are intensive, there are many 

initiatives with the assistance of the world Bank to place an finish this exploitation. First, 

there's intervention on a community level with education on the validity of a number of 

these Quranic establishments provided to rural villages that generally send their kids there. this 

can be supplemented by improved regulation of colleges inside the state to confirm that they 

continue to be places of education, followed by a larger social control of antecedent   laws 

forbidding trafficking and exploitive mendicancy. Finally, rehabilitation services are given the 

assistance of CSOs to re- covered kids to give them with the capabilities that have been denied.In 

Republic of Zimbabwe pol- icy has tailored to make sure the protection of all persons below 

the age of sixteen with the Chil- dren's Protection and Adoption Act, however, the govt. admits 

that an absence of resources and cap- ital play a crucial role in inadequate social control.In 

People's Republic of Bangladesh7, wherever there are an approximate of 700,000 beggars, a law 

passed in 2009 forbidding the apply, although officers report some bother with social control. 

In China, the Ministry of peace has established a department that only focuses on kid 

trafficking. Recently the department has instituted a hotline wherever the general public dials a 

 
6 6 Child Sex Workers. (2005). Human Rights, 32(1), 14-15. 
7 7 Anwary, A. (2007). Anti-Sex Trafficking Movement of Bangladesh and the Theories of Transnational Social Move-
ments. Social Thought & Research, 28, 109-142. 
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hundred and ten to report suspected incidences of forced beggary, that enforcement officers are 

expected to analyze more. The police are trained to require the kids into custody if a blood 

relationship with their guardian can't be established, and educate guardians on the unlawfulness 

and dangers of mendican- cy if they're those chargeable for the child's action. This policy 

instituted in Apr 2009 has since made way to the recovery of nine thousand three 

hundred,300 kids.Many NGOs have initiated movements specializing in informing the general 

public on the risks of donations. As recently ac- cording by United Nations Children's Fund8, 

"certain behaviours, like giving cash to kid beggars may also indirectly encourage traffickers and 

controller to demand kids."The Mirror Foundation's Stop - mendicancy Project of Siam is one 

such organization that emphasizes eliminating the de- mand. Their initiatives are targeted on 

educating passersby on the forced beggary of trafficked Cambodians inside their country to 

decrease the probability of donations.In China, wherever the capture and compelled beggary of 

kids has been habitually documented, a multi-media movement has begun.Here, blogs are used 

to publicize over three, thousand photos of kids whose families believe are kidnapped for the 

aim of mendicancy, with many thousands of followers that stay on the plan- ning out for these 

kids in major urban centers. This campaign has enabled a minimum of six kids to be recovered 

and reunited with their families. 

In instances wherever mendicancy is spiritually sanctioned it's been prompt by the us Agency 

for International Development (USAID) that religious leaders ought to externally condemn this 

imple- mentations. For talibes non secular leaders are asked to require a stance against beggary 

exploita- tion passages cited from the al-Qur'an, such as, "Except paradise, you ought to not 

beg something for the sake of Allah" , that may facilitate to shred the practice of its spiritual 

foundation. additional- ly, former U.S.A. President took the responsibility of providing protection 

against abuse through net Service suppliers (ISP) which will facilitate enforcement track any 

suspicious activities as well as pornography9. 

 

V CONCLUSION 

 
8 8 Zimmerman C, Watts C. World Health Organization ethical and safety recommendations for interviewing 
traffickedwomen. Geneva, Switzerland: World Health Organization; 2003. Available at: 
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/ 2003/9241546255.pdf?ua=1 
9 9 Kellogg ND. Medical care of the children of the night. In: Cooper SW, Estes R, Giardino AP, Kellogg ND, Vieth 
VI,eds. Medical, Legal and Social Science Aspects of Child Sexual Exploitation: A Comprehensive Review of Child 
Pornography, Child Prostitution and Internet Crimes Against Children. St. Louis, MO: GW Medical; 2005:349–368 
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While human trafficking is not a contemporary issue , it has crossed national boundaries and 

be- came a global concern due the changing circumstances .Most of the times individuals think 

that or- ganisations are limited to legal institutions or UN agencies that make policies are rules 

to curb the acts of crime but through this paper the author wants reader to understand that the 

organisations are usually in layers.Other than the policy making institutions , Non-governmental 

organisations with people who work beyond profit making mentality ,hospitals to treat the 

abused children , psychi- atric wards and doctors to treat the children who suffer from post 

traumatic stress after the events that took place and local forces that would enforce the policies 

made.The NGO would make a great difference in the society by recurrently educating and 

spreading awareness amongst parents as well as youngsters who are clueless about the whole 

scenario.the law making institutions right now are doing a great job in formulating various ways 

to curb these activities around the globe .Health care providers are professionals trained to handle 

such situations and work on-field to gain experience in handling similar situations.As previously 

mentioned , the aftermath of such crimes have to be han- dled carefully as they effect the mental 

health of victims gravely.While enforcing bodies have to react immediately the activities of child 

sex trafficking locally in their jurisdictions and proceed in fast track when information of such 

activities is notified.When such illegal activities are successful- ly busted , the responsibility now 

falls upon the organisations whose objectives would be to treat and help such individuals to 

come out of the trauma faced.There is a growing   necessity for such organisations mainly for 

the reason that most of times physical treatment is given more importance than mental ones 

while in actual scenario mental health takes longer than expected periods to cure and sometimes 

would permanently affect the victims.While NGO’s can be a part of awareness cam- paigns the 

local governments hold a significant position in tackling the whole issues since they are the closest 

to the citizens of any given country.Finally , while I conclude the paper , I would defi- nitely 

give the lime-light to the one reason that is root to a lot may crimes that take place in this 

world- “moral”.No matter how many institutions and individuals work towards the concern , end 

of the day it boils down to the morals and ethics of an individual that can make a miraculous 

change in the alarming situation.A much stronger penalising laws are indeed required in order 

to create fear amongst the offender who find ways to commit grave crimes due to the loosened 

nature of law and their keepers.The increasing complexities will be easily tackled when 

organisations group up and work in a pattern that would help treat the victims to come out of 

the grave situation they were put into due to the changing nature of individuals . 


